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Influence of bromine on the incomplete devil’s staircase behavior
of betaine calcium chloride dihydrate
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The results of a comparative Raman study of pure and Br2-doped betaine calcium chloride dihydrate in the
temperature interval 12–292 K are presented. The analysis of the low-frequency Raman spectra at room
temperature revealed that the lowest-frequency phonons are associated with the betaines’ vibrations whereas
the lattice modes sensitive to Cl2/Br2 substitution are found above 44 cm21. The mechanisms responsible for
the incommensurate phase are not strongly affected by bromination in contrast with what happens in the
commensurate phases. It is shown that bromine weakens hydrogen bonding, preventing the localization of
protons related to the onset of the nonmodulated ferroelectric phase. A quantitative analysis of low-frequency
spectra provides evidence for a correlation between the anomalous increase of the damping parameter of the
activated acoustic mode and the freezing of the random distribution of solitons at low temperatures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The fixing of modulation wave vectors and the stabiliz
tion of incommensurate~INC! phases are interesting ph
nomena caused by the presence of imperfections in mo
lated structures. The microscopic mechanisms leading
these effects are not well understood and more extended
perimental studies are needed to clarify the role played
the different defects in the crystal lattice. Betaine calciu
chloride dihydrate (CH3)3NCH2COO•CaCl2•2H2O
~BCCD! is a remarkable example of a crystal that presen
rich sequence of one-dimensional modulated@q5d(T)c* #
commensurate~C! and INC phases~‘‘incomplete devil’s
staircase’’!, occurring between a normal~N! paraelectric and
a nonmodulated ferroelectric~FE! phase.1–10 The tempera-
ture ranges of stability of the principal phases at normal p
sure are displayed in Table I. The intrinsic properties
BCCD are well known as crystals of high quality can

TABLE I. Domains of stability of the principal phases in BCC
at normal pressure~Refs. 5, 7, and 10!.

d(T)5m/n
(m,n integers!

Temperature
range~K!

~Super!space
group

Normal above 164 Pnma
INC 128-164 P(Pnma):1s1̄
2/7 125-127
INC 115-125 P(Pnma):1s1̄
1/4 76-115 P21ca
1/5 53-75 P212121

1/6 47-53 P21ca
0/1 below 46 Pn21a
0163-1829/2001/64~17!/174106~11!/$20.00 64 1741
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obtained. Recently, Schaack and Le Maire presented an
tensive review of the available experimental information
the modulated phases of BCCD.11 It is an interesting crysta
with delicately balanced intra- and intermolecular intera
tions, which are very sensitive to external forces or to latt
defects. A small concentration of impurities changes stron
its intrinsic properties, which makes this system particula
attractive for the study of defects in modulated structur
Below Ti5164 K the modulation is sinusoidal, whereas
approaching the lock-in~INC-C! transition to the first prin-
cipal 1/4 C phase, it transforms gradually to a square-w
~solitonic! modulated configuration, where commensurate
gions ~domains! are separated by solitons~domain walls! or
discommensurations. Such a periodic structure is calle
‘‘solitonic lattice.’’ The periodicity of solitons can be easil
destroyed by defects, such as Br2 impurity, or some other
intrinsic pinning centers. Very strong pinning of the modu
tion can be induced by x-ray irradiation in BCCD: high-ord
C phases are stabilized and domains of different comme
rability coexist in a large temperature interval.12 Similar ef-
fects were observed for small concentrations of bromine~4%
and 8%! in BCCD at low temperatures.13,14

According to x-ray-diffraction~XRD! data4 in the N
phase of BCCD~space groupPnma, Z54) the Ca21 ions
and the betaine molecules occupy fourfold special positi
in the m mirror plane. All the other atoms are localized
eightfold general sites. Two Cl2 ions, two water molecules
and two oxygen atoms of the carboxyl group of the betai
coordinate the Ca21 ions. As shown in Fig. 1 the crysta
structure of BCCD is characterized by zigzag chains, for
ing layers normal to theb direction and lying in them planes
at y51/4b andy53/4b. OuH•••Cl bonds between the two
inorganic ‘‘Ca’’ complexes, lying in neighboring layers, in
terconnect these layers. The oxygen atoms of the water m
ecules are coordinated to the Ca21 ions and both the hydro
©2001 The American Physical Society06-1
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FIG. 1. The unit cell of BCCD
in the N phase~Ref. 4!. Neighbor-
ing layers normal to theb direc-
tion are connected via hydroge
bonds as shown below.
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gens of the water molecules form bonds with Cl2 ions. In
fact, the two water molecules and the two Cl2 ions form a
slightly distorted parallelogram with unequal OuH•••Cl
bonds along each side. A simple estimation based on
XRD data of Brill et al.4 shows that in the N phase the O—H
bond-length difference for the water molecules in the pa
lelogram is about 9%. Consequently, hydrogen bonds m
be very sensitive internal probes of the modulation in BCC

The deformation of the crystal structure by the modu
tion wave is rather complex and available information can
found in Ref. 11 and references therein. It can be appr
mately represented by a bending of the whole molec
through the connection between the betaine group and
‘‘Ca’’ complex, the bending axis approximately perpendic
lar to the main axis of the molecule, lying in theac plane.
While the betaine molecule can be considered as an alm
rigid unit, the ‘Ca’-complex is deformed by modulation. Th
modulation can be visualized roughly as a corrugation of
ac layers.11 In all C phases the unit-cell enlargements occ
along thec axis.

The partial replacement of Cl2 by Br2 in BCCD leads to
a new system ~BCCD:Br! displaying rather peculia
properties.11 For a concentration~x! smaller than 38%, the
room-temperature crystal structure of the solid solution is
same as in pure BCCD. As the Br2 ionic radius is larger than
that of Cl2 (r Br250.195 nm, r Cl250.181 nm), a partial
bromination breaks the local symmetry and increases the
erage size of the unit cell~negative chemical pressure!. In
Br2-doped crystals the phase-transition temperatures
towards lower temperatures. As long asx increases, the tem
perature range of stability of the INC phase increases at
expense of the neighboring C phases. These phases are
pressed in samples withx.15%, while the INC phase re
mains up tox'30%. The dielectric anomalies present
17410
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smeared behavior in the brominated crystals and one of t
seems to be related to the freezing of polar domains (Tf)
while the other one was interpreted as a freezing of the s
ton lattice (TS). The thermal hysteresis effects are strong
enhanced with the increase of Br2 content.11

In a work on brominated BCCD by Aoet al.,15 Raman
spectra of 6.4% Br2-doped BCCD were found very simila
to the spectra of the pure compound in the correspond
phases. In the region of external vibrations the number
lines was found to be identical, except for the strongly ov
lapped groups of lines where the generally increa
linewidths in the doped sample jeopardize the resolution
such groups. Further comparative Raman and IR stu
showed that at ambient pressure the low-temperature ph
are modulated.15–17The temperature and pressure depend
cies of the modulation in several Br2-doped crystals have
been determined by means of IR spectroscopy.18 Recently,
Raman, IR, and dielectric studies of Br2-doped crystals were
reported and the correspondingT-x phase diagram was
presented.11,19,20

Although previous Raman and IR investigations15–20con-
stitute serious pieces of experimental work, the vibratio
modes associated with Cl2/Br2 substitution were not iden
tified. As follows from the structural data,4 the H bonds and
consequently interconnection between layers in the cry
structure of BCCD should be very sensitive to the Cl2/Br2

substitution. To the best of our knowledge, this aspect w
not studied so far. The microscopic mechanisms leading
the suppression of modulated C phases and the lack of
uniform ferroelectric phase in Br2-doped BCCD are not ye
understood.

In this work we focus on the effects of Br2 impurities in
BCCD through the study of the external modes and inter
vibrations of water molecules by means of a Rama
6-2
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INFLUENCE OF BROMINE ON THE INCOMPLETE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 174106
scattering technique. The respective experimental data
tained from 4%, 12%, and 24% brominated BCCD sin
crystals are compared with the spectra of nominally p
BCCD. Our results presented in this paper clearly show
principal consequences of the Cl2/Br2 substitution in
BCCD: ~1! Due to the mass effect, Br2 ions induce some
transformations in the low-frequency Raman spectra rela
to the external vibrations. As a result of a comparative ana
sis of experimental data, an interpretation of some lo
frequency external mode behavior of the BCCD:Br system
given. ~2! Incorporation induces partial weakening of the
bonds between layers in the crystal structure of BCCD. D
tailed analysis of experimental results revealed some im
tant features of hydrogen bonding in BCCD, and in partic
lar, showed the influence of Br2 impurities on the phase
transition sequence in the BCCD:Br system. It is shown t
hydrogen bonding is not involved in the mechanisms lead
to the N-INC phase transition. Except for the shift ofTi , this
transition is not seriously affected by bromination, where
the phase-transition sequence at lower temperatures is de
modified. The observed temperature dependence of
O—H stretching and external vibrations suggests the grad
formation of a heterophase state caused by Br2 pinning. Due
to the weakening of hydrogen bonds in brominated sam
the localization of protons is not accomplished down to
K. As a consequence, the nonmodulated FE phase is
pressed by bromination.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The single crystals of partially brominated BCCD we
grown by slow controlled evaporation from the aqueous
lutions of partially brominated calcium chloride and betain
The bromine concentration in the samples used in this w
was inferred from the studies reported by Le Maire19 on the
solid-state solubility of the system, and confirmed by t
values ofTi andTf determined experimentally by dielectr
measurements for each sample used in Raman mea
ments.Ti5164, 159, and 145 K for pure, 4%, and 12
brominated BCCD samples, respectively.

Polarized Raman spectra have been measured on sam
in the form of carefully oriented and optically polished rec
angular parallelepipeds 43332 mm3 with the axesX, Y,
and Z parallel to @100#, @010#, and @001#, respectively. The
crystallographic axes were determined with an accuracy
61° by x-ray diffraction.

Raman spectra were excited using the polarized ligh
an Ar1 laser coherent INNOVA 90 (l5514.5 nm) in a
right-scattering geometry. The scattered light was analy
using a Jobin Yvon T64000 spectrometer equipped wit
charge-coupled device and a photon counting detector.
spectral slit width was about 1.5 cm21.

The samples were placed in a closed-cycle helium c
ostat with a temperature stability of about60.2 K. The ac-
tual sample temperatures were estimated to differ by
than 1 K from the temperature measured with a silicon dio
attached to the sample holder. The temperature homoge
in the sample was achieved with a copper mask setup.
17410
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Influence of BrÀ defects on the external vibrations in
BCCD

1. Raman spectra in the normal phase

The isomorphic substitution of Cl2 by Br2 causes re-
markable transformation of the low-frequency Raman sp
tra related to the external vibrations. The low-frequen
modes assignment in BCCD is of particular interest, since
1990 Dvořák21 suggested that large amplitude librations
the betaines and of the inorganic ‘‘Ca’’ octahedra could
associated with the lowest-frequency Raman- and IR-ac
modes. These librations were considered as critical deg
of freedom in the phase-transition sequence of BCCD.

The symmetry of external modes can be obtained fr
standard factor-group analysis. In the normal phase of BC
this analysis yields

Gext514Ag113B1g114B2g113B3g113Au113B1u

112B2u113B3u . ~1!

Raman-active external vibrations of the Cl2 ions, localized
in general positions, are

Gext~Cl2!53Ag13B1g13B2g13B3g . ~2!

As the atomic mass of the Br2 is nearly twice that for
Cl2, detectable frequency shifts of the corresponding tra
lational modes, in partially brominated samples, are
pected. To obtain relevant information it is important to co
sider all external vibrations and their Cl2/Br2 substitution
dependence. Figure 2 shows that the low-frequency Ra
spectra exhibit a gradual transformation when Br2 concen-
tration increases. In general, the intensity of the Ram
peaks decreases considerably by bromination, revealin
this way, strong alteration of the values of the polarizabil
tensor components. The number of Raman lines is practic
the same for all the samples studied, and only one additio
peak localized at 80 cm21 was detected inAg(zz) geometry
in the 24% brominated sample.

The low-frequency spectra for all scattering geometr
were fitted with a sum of independent damped harmonic
cillators ~IDHO! and their detailed comparison is given
Table II, for pure and 24% Br2-doped BCCD. An important
finding is that frequencies of the lowest-lying modes at
cm21 (Ag), 26 cm21 (B1g), and 22 cm21 (B3g) are inde-
pendent of Br2 concentration, as can be seen in Fig.
Therefore, they can be unambiguously assigned to the e
nal vibrations of betaine molecules. The lattice phonons s
sitive to Cl2/Br2 substitution are found at higher freque
cies ~above 44 cm21). These results support Dvorˇák’s
assumption about librations of betaines. Far-infrared m
surements in brominated crystals are obviously required
complete the mode assignment.

Figure 3 presents the bromine content dependence o
low-frequency modes inB1g(xy) geometry, where there ar
more than three peaks sensitive to bromination. For ot
species, we found a similar result, which clearly shows t
the substitution of Cl2 by Br2 ions affects not only the
6-3
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YUZYUK, ALMEIDA, CHAVES, PINTO, AND KLÖ PPERPIEPER PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 174106
proper Cl2 translations, but also the force constants for s
rounding environments, namely, water molecules, which
evitably influences the peculiarities of the modulation of t
BCCD:Br system.

To see to what extent the hydrogen bonds are influen
by bromination, it is important to identify water translation
and librations in pure and Br2-doped samples. From a com
parative analysis of the low-frequency Raman spectra of p
BCCD and its partially deuterated analog, DBCCD~only the
protons in the water molecules and partially in the CH2 and
CH3 groups are replaced by deuterons!, we can assign trans
lations and librations of the water molecules.22 The water
libration band has been observed in thexx geometry~see
Fig. 4! at 570 cm21. This band exhibits a typical broad lin
shape and a perfect shift in the deuterated sample with
ratio vH /vD51.36. The corresponding band in the 24% b
minated sample as well as the ones at 92 cm21 and at 102
cm21 are broadened and smeared, showing that random
mination induces disorder in the crystal lattice.

Weak and broad peaks in the range 150–170 cm21 are
attributed to water translations. As can be seen in Fig. 4,
peak at 164 cm21 in the pure BCCD exhibits a shift down t
156 cm21 in the partially deuterated sample. The corr

FIG. 2. Room-temperature Raman spectra of nominally p
and brominated BCCD in the region of external vibrations for
lected scattering geometries. The arrows mark modes that are
sitive to bromination.
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sponding ratiovH /vD51.05 is in quite good agreemen
with the isotopic shift of water translations in soli
hydrates.23 It is interesting to remark that in the 24% brom
nated sample, the above-mentioned peak exhibits a sligh
a trusty downward shift. Similar effects can be seen in
frequencies of the otherAg andB1g modes listed in Table II.
In B3g spectra there is not a noticeable shift, but there i
transformation of the line shape of strongly overlapped pe
in the same frequency interval. These facts indicate so
changes in the hydrogen bonding, obviously correlated w
the increase of the Br2 concentration.

2. Temperature dependence of external vibrations

As it was reported by Ao and Schaack in their pioneer
paper,24 the low-frequency Raman spectra of pure BCCD a
drastically affected by the phase transitions. The most in
esting is thexz scattering geometry where transitions b
tween the principal phases can be clearly seen in the spe
range below 40 cm21. The temperature dependence of t
low-frequencyxz Raman spectra of pure, 4%, and 12% br
minated BCCD is presented in Fig. 5. All these spectra w
recorded under similar experimental conditions.

At room temperature, the lowest-lying Raman band in
xz geometry, which corresponds toB2g phonons in the N
phase, was observed at 46 cm21. In brominated samples thi
peak is shifted down to 38 cm21 and can be seen down to 1
K in Figs. 5~b! and 5~c!. In the INC phaseB2g modes from

e
-
en-

TABLE II. Frequencies~in cm21) of Raman peaks observed i
nominally pure and 24% brominated BCCD at room temperatur
stands for very weak peaks which are hardly seen after reductio
star stands for modes shifted in the brominated sample.

Ag(zz) B1g(xy) B2g(xz) B3g(yz)

0% 24% 0% 24% 0% 24% 0% 24%

22 22
26 27

33 32
46 43* 44 37* 46 38* 44 45

59 57 56 54 56w 55w
67 60* 67 62*

75 74 74 73
80* 85 85

93 89* 92 86* 95w 96w
100 92*

114 111 115 112 112 111
121 118*

134w 127w* 136 128*
152 146*

158w 150w*
162 160 160 159

167 165 168 167 169 168
194 194

208 204
220 220

230 230
6-4
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the interior of the Brillouin zone start to appear. IR-acti
B1u zone-center modes of the parent N phase become Ra
active at the lock-in phase transition due to the point-gro
symmetry lowering:Pnma→P21ca.

Detailed interpretation of the low-frequencyxz Raman
spectra of pure BCCD in the INC and 1/4 phases was
cently reported by Hlinkaet al.25 Briefly, the peak at 25
cm21 ~value at 80 K! was assigned to aB2g folded phonon.
As there are no other peaks below 30 cm21 in the N phase,
both in xz (B2g) and in z (B1u) spectra, the two low-
frequencyxz modes at 12 and 19 cm21 were interpreted as
arising in the modulated 1/4 phase due to the folding of
B1u branches atq5c* /4. One of them is an optic mod
carrying almost all damping and strength, and another

FIG. 3. Frequency of the fitted Raman peaks as a function of
bromine content.
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with a small damping is originated from the transvers
acoustic~TA! mode. These two modes are coupled and
coupled damped harmonic-oscillators~CDHO! model was
successfully applied to evaluate the temperature depend
of their parameters.25 That optical mode was identified as th
pseudophason.25

At the transition to the nonpolar 1/5 phase, changes in
Raman selection rules occur. Thexz spectra possessB2 sym-
metry and theB2g folded mode from the N phase is sti
active, but modes activated fromB1u branches in the 1/4
phase are now extinct andB2u modes of the parent phas
should appear in the 1/5 phase. Accordingly, theB2g mode at
28 cm21 still exists in the temperature range of the 1
phase, the two coupled low-frequency peaks disapp
abruptly, and new peaks at 17 and 26 cm21 arise. The former
peak is an activated TA mode and the sharp peak at 26 c21

is originated from theB2u mode observed in IR spectra.26,27

The next principal 1/6 phase is polar alongx as well as the

e

FIG. 4. Low-frequencyxx Raman spectra of nominally pure
deuterated, and 24% brominated BCCD~labeled on the curves! at
room temperature. Vertical dashed lines are guides for the eye
-

d

FIG. 5. Temperature depen
dence of Raman spectra of~a!
nominally pure, ~b! 4% bromi-
nated, and~c! 12% brominated
BCCD in the low-frequency re-
gion in xz scattering geometry.
Principal phases of the brominate
system are indicated.
6-5
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1/4 phase and therefore the corresponding selection rule
recovered. TheB1u modes are now active instead ofB2u

ones, but both TA and optic modes activated in the 1/6 ph
are now well separated and have lower frequencies with
spect to the 1/4 phase, since phonons with wave vec
closer to the zone center are now activated. Coupling
tween them does not occur and an IDHO model can be u
to fit the experimental spectra.

Finally, in the nonmodulated FE phase~below 46 K! all
folded acoustic and optic modes disappear and onlyAu
modes, silent in the parent N phase, acquireA2 symmetry
and become active inxz Raman spectra. This mode has be
observed in IR spectra27 and neutron-scattering
experiments.28

In the brominated crystals,Ti is shifted to lower tempera
tures andB2g modes from the interior of the Brillouin zon
start to appear below 159 and 145 K in 4% and 12% bro
nated samples, respectively. Transformations of the Ra
spectra at the lock-in phase transition are rather smooth
can be seen in Fig. 5~b! the low-frequencyxz Raman spectra
of the 4% brominated crystal below 100 K are quite simi
to those of the pure BCCD in the 1/4 phase. Moreover, th
spectra have a characteristic antiresonance line shape
the deep minimum near the pure TA frequen
(;16 cm21). Due to the random substitution of Cl2 by
Br2, the translational symmetry is partially broken and
Raman peaks are considerably broadened. The sharp m
mum at;16 cm21 observed in the pure BCCD due to th
phonon modes coupling is also smeared in the 4% bro
nated sample. The CDHO model used in Ref. 25 was s
cessfully applied to fit experimental spectra of the 4% b
minated crystal below 100 K. The low-frequency Ram
spectra were first fitted with a sum of three IDHO and
strong discrepancy between experimental data and fitting
sults was found. A good fit was achieved when the two lo
est peaks were coupled by way of a CDHO formula25 and the
third mode (v3) was considered as independent. Both fitti
results are compared in Fig. 6. The values of the frequen
v1 , v2 , andv3 ~the IDHO model! as well asv0 andvA
~the CDHO model! were found quite close to those in th
pure BCCD, but the value of the bare acoustic mode da
ing gA is remarkably larger~1.6 cm21 instead of 0.2 cm21).
In pure BCCD the frequency and damping (gAP in Fig. 6! of
the activated TA mode are virtually temperature independ
in the whole temperature range of the 1/4 phase, 115–7525

In the 4% brominated samplegA is also temperature inde
pendent in the range 100–60 K, but it increases as the t
perature decreases below 60 K. This temperature was qu
in the T-x diagram19,20 asTf , which marks the transition to
the frozen state.

On further cooling,xz Raman spectra of the 4% brom
nated sample exhibit a rather smooth temperature de
dence, and a weak hardening can be traced down to 1
There is no clear indication of the phases transition to
next modulated phase. Neither the 1/5 nor the 1/6 C pha
are established in the long-range scale. In fact, for bro
nated samples all the peaks in the low-frequency region
main broad down to 12 K, which is a manifestation of
violation of the long-range order. In recent neutron-scatter
17410
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experiments,14 the coexistence of several C phases, 1/4, 4/
2/9, and 1/5, has been revealed below 62 K in the 4% b
minated~but partially deuterated! sample. The widths of the
corresponding satellites are very large because of a s
coherence length of the periodic modulation. Apparently
heterophase state is responsible for the observed Ra
peaks broadening. At lower temperatures~40–12 K! no cou-
pling between optic and acoustic branches occurs in the
brominated sample. The rather broad feature at about
cm21, observed at 12 K@see Fig. 5~b!#, reflects the density of
states of acoustic branches of the frozen heterophase st

In the 12% brominated crystal the N-INC phase transit
occurs at 145 K and theB2g folded mode starts to appear i
the xz Raman spectra presented in Fig. 5~c!. This peak is
extremely broad down to 12 K and apparently reflects
density of states of the corresponding branch. There is
indication of the phase transition to the long-range 1/4
phase in the whole temperature range studied.

B. Influence of BrÀ on the hydrogen bonding in BCCD

A comparative analysis of the low-frequency Ram
spectra in BCCD and in Br2-doped BCCD showed tha
Cl2/Br2 substitution induces some changes in the hydro
bonding. To obtain more detailed information about the
fluence of bromine on the hydrogen bonding, we have co
pared the O—H stretching bands at;3400 cm21 in the
pure and in the brominated samples. Polarized Raman s

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the oscillator parame
~connected by eye-guiding solid lines! as obtained from the CDHO
fits for thexz Raman spectra of the 4% brominated BCCD.v1 and
v2 correspond to the alternative fits with the IDHO model. Te
perature dependence of the damping parameter of the activ
acoustic modegAP ~down triangles! from the corresponding spectr
of pure BCCD is given for comparison. Verticals dashed and do
lines mark the lock-in phase-transition temperature in pure and 1
brominated BCCD, respectively. The stripe marksTf in 12% bro-
minated BCCD.
6-6
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INFLUENCE OF BROMINE ON THE INCOMPLETE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 174106
tra, observed in the corresponding spectral region, are sim
to those obtained in the pure BCCD.22 However, some im-
portant features must be pointed out: both the linewidth
the frequency of the O—H stretching band increase wit
increasing bromination, as can be seen in Fig. 7. The upw
frequency shift of this band is direct evidence of the we
ening of the O—H bonding in brominated crystals, since Br2

has smaller proton acceptor strength than Cl223. Moreover,
Br2 ions cause local distortions and partially break trans
tional symmetry. The observed broadening is due to broa
distribution of O—H bond lengths in brominated crystal
This is an important finding since OuH•••Cl ~Br! bonds
are linking the layers lying in the mirrorm planes, which are
b/2 apart in the N phase. The alteration of the interactio
between these layers and violation of translational symm
are responsible for the deep transformations introduced
bromination, in the modulated phases of BCCD. A compa
tive analysis of the temperature dependence of the O—H
stretching vibrations is presented in the next sections.

1. Order parameter behavior in the incommensurate phase

As hydrogen bonds link neighboring layers, their stretc
ing vibrations must be very sensitive to the corrugation
these layers in the modulated phases. In this section we
consider the influence of the Br2 impurities on the hydrogen
bonding in the INC phase.

In the brominated crystals,Ti is shifted down to 159 K
and 145 K in the 4% and 12% brominated samples, resp
tively. The 2/7 C phase quoted at about 110 K for 4% b
minated BCCD~Refs. 19 and 20! was not detected in ou
experiments. In the INC phase, Raman spectra of bromin
crystals in the region of the O—H stretching vibrations ex-
hibit a temperature dependence quite close to pure BCC

The temperature dependence of the frequencies of the
ted Raman peaks inAg(xx) geometry for pure and 12%
Br2-doped BCCD is shown in Fig. 8. The two main pea
~marked by the arrows in the lower inset in Fig. 8! exhibit

FIG. 7. Normalized Raman spectra of nominally pure and b
minated BCCD in the region of the O—H stretching vibrations at
room temperature.
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different temperature dependencies (dn/dT,0 for the
higher-frequency component anddn/dT.0 for the lower
frequency one!. This behavior of then1

v mode is evidence of
the modulated structure of pure and brominated BCCD. T
existence of two branches in the high-temperature rang
the INC phase is related to a sinusoidal regime and the s
ting Dn between the two band singularities22,29 gives a mea-
sure of the order-parameter amplitude on an appropr
scale. Representing byb its critical exponent we can write
Dn5a(Ti2T)b. The upper inset of Fig. 8 shows the fitte
curves to the experimental data: we obtaineda512
61cm21 and b50.3560.02 cm21 for BCCD anda514
61cm21 and b50.3260.02 cm21 for 12% Br2 doped
BCCD.

Additional rather weak components between the two m
peaks become visible below 140 K for BCCD and below 1
K for the brominated system. They must be associated w
the onset of a nonsinusoidal regime in the INC phases.22

By comparing the experimental results obtained in b
systems we can argue that in the INC phase the behavio
the order parameter amplitude is similar in both systems~ex-
cept for the shift ofTi). So, we can conclude that the hydr
gen bonding is not seriously involved in the mechanis
leading to the N-INC transition.

2. Hydrogen bonds in the C modulated phases and effect of
bromination

Detailed Raman study of the O—H stretching vibrations
in pure BCCD down to 12 K has revealed interesting fe
tures clearly related to the wealth of its structural pha
transitions.22 In fact, Raman spectra reflect a sequential d
tortion of water molecules. In this connection, we perform
a comparative analysis of the O—H stretching vibrations in a
broad temperature range, to elucidate the influence of
Br2 impurities of the hydrogen bonding and local distortio
of the water molecules at phase transitions~if any! between
principal C phases.

Due to changes in Raman selection rules at each trans
between the principal C phases, one can expect transfo
tions in the region of the O—H stretching vibrations. The
factor group analysis for the internal vibrations of the wa
molecules in BCCD predicts singlen1

v and singlen3
v bands

for each scattering geometry in the N phase.22 The asym-
metricaln3

v stretching mode is rather weak in Raman spec
and can be clearly seen only at low temperatures. In all p
cipal C phases, with C2v or D2 point group symmetry, all
phonons become simultaneously IR and Raman active
additional components may appear due to Brillouin zo
folding. However they may be strongly overlapped a
poorly resolved if the corresponding phonon branch is flat
the nonmodulated (d50) FE phase~point group C2v) one
can expect twon1

v and twon3
v bands for each species sinc

there are two kinds of water molecules localized in the fo
fold C1 sites.

The changes of symmetry between the principal C pha
of BCCD are well reflected in the (yz) component of the
Raman tensor. The corresponding changes of selection r
are the following:

B3g~N!→A2~1/4!→B3~1/5!→A2~1/6!→B1~0/1!. ~3!

-
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FIG. 8. Temperature depen
dence of the frequencies of the fi
ted Raman peaks for nominall
pure ~full symbols! and 12% bro-
minated~open symbols! BCCD in
Ag(xx) geometry. Vertical dashed
lines mark the phase-transitio
temperatures in pure BCCD, an
the dotted line marksTi in 12%
brominated BCCD. The lower in-
set shows the temperature depe
dence of Raman spectra of pur
BCCD in the region of the O—H
stretching vibrations inAg(xx)
geometry. The upper inset show
the temperature dependence of t
splitting between the two main
peaks indicated by arrows in th
lower inset and larger symbols in
this figure.
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Accordingly, for each principal phase of the pure BCC
we have obtained peculiar Raman spectra of the O—H
stretching vibrations in theyz geometry, which are presente
in Fig. 9. The sequential distortion of water molecules at
phase transitions can be traced clearly. At the transition to
nonmodulated FE phase, at 46 K, all the folded modes
appear and the spectra become simpler.

As shown in Fig. 9, just belowTi , Raman spectra of pur
17410
,

e
e

s-

and brominated crystals are similar. As in pure crystals,
O—H stretching band at;3400 cm21 in the brominated
crystals exhibits a splitting into several components and
further cooling, the separation between them increases.
frequency difference of these components is a measure o
water molecules’ distortion, which is caused by the differe
intermolecular bonding via H bonds with the nearest C2

(Br2) ions. From the observed Raman patterns one can
-

s
-
s-
FIG. 9. Temperature depen
dence of Raman spectra of~a!
nominally pure, ~b! 4% bromi-
nated, and~c! 12% brominated
BCCD in the region of stretching
vibrations of the water molecule
in yz scattering geometry. Princi
pal phases of the brominated sy
tem are indicated.
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sume that local distortion of the water molecules in the
brominated sample corresponds to the 1/4 phase in betw
;100 K and 60 K. Raman spectra, in the spectral ra
3200-3600 cm21, taken below 60 K in the 4% Br2-doped
sample, can be well fitted with a weighted sum of the spe
of pure BCCD in 1/4 and 1/5 phases. Very likely, below
K, the coexistence of 1/4 and 1/5 modulations occurs du
an inhomogeneous distribution of defects in this sample.

The temperature dependence of the O—H stretching vi-
brations in the 12% brominated sample in theyz geometry is
rather smooth~the fitting results are hardly unique! and the
observed line shape corresponds to an INC phase in
whole temperature interval below;140 K. Down to 12 K all
the bands in this sample are broadened with respect to
analogs in pure BCCD. Folded modes can be seen dow
12 K, and the observed Raman pattern suggests the pres
of domains of the 1/4 C phase below;60 K. In case of
homogeneous distribution of defects,x512 is equivalent to
about one Br2 ion per unit cell of the N phase. Apparent
Br2 impurities not only break translational symmetry, b
also induce weakening of the interlayer hydrogen bonds
prevent in this way long modulated regular corrugation
the layers along four, five or more unit cells. As a con
quence INC modulation persists down to the lowest temp
ture. In case of inhomogeneous Cl2/Br2 substitution one can
expect formation of rather small C modulated domains in
corresponding poor brominated regions of the sample.

These results show that the low-temperature ‘‘froz
state’’ in brominated crystals11,19,20 is a heterophase stat
where several C phases coexist. It is important to outline
any fingerprints of the nonmodulated FE phase were not
served in the brominated samples, down to the lowest t
perature studied. Lack of the nonmodulated FE phase in
brominated crystals is discussed in the next section.

3. Nonlocalization of protons in OAH bands in brominated
crystals

The temperature dependence of the O—H stretching band
in the 12% brominated BCCD inzzgeometry is presented i
Fig. 10, where the spectra of pure BCCD recorded at 200
12 K are also presented for comparison. Due to the str
asymmetry of the OuH•••Cl bonds in pure BCCD, the
O—H stretching vibrations are localized in the uniform F
phase and form well-separated sharp peaks at 3387 c21

and 3413 cm21, followed by a weak peak at 3450 cm21.22

The O—H stretching band at;3400 cm21 in the 12% bro-
minated crystal exhibits a splitting belowTi and on further
cooling additional components start to appear. Applying
fitting procedure over the entire temperature interval,
have found a temperature dependence of their frequen
which is presented in Fig. 11. As can be seen in Figs. 10
11, in the 12% brominated crystal, the splitting between
two main components is much smaller than in the cor
sponding spectrum of pure BCCD. Moreover, there are
weak bands activated due to Brillouin-zone folding, whi
persist down to 12 K. Similar effects have been also
served in the 4% brominated sample. This behavior sugg
that hydrogen bonds between neighboring layers in bro
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nated crystals exhibit smaller distortions, and the localizat
of protons, typical for the nonmodulated FE phase, is
accomplished down to 12 K.

We assume that in brominated crystals the nonmodula
FE phase is missing due to peculiar positions of impuriti
Namely, as was mentioned in the Introduction, the Br2 ionic
radius is larger than that of Cl2 and partial bromination in-
creases the average size of the unit cell in the N phas15

Note that this enlargement occurs mostly along theb direc-

FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of Raman spectra of the
brominated BCCD in the region of stretching vibrations of the w
ter molecules inzz scattering geometry. Raman spectra of nom
nally pure BCCD~bold curves! in the N and FE phases at 200 an
12 K, respectively, are shown for comparison. The arrows mark
qÞ0 folded modes observed in 12% brominated crystals down
12 K.

FIG. 11. Temperature dependence of the frequencies of the fi
Raman peaks shown in Fig. 10 for nominally pure~full symbols!
and 12% brominated~open symbols! BCCD. Vertical dashed lines
mark the phase-transition temperatures in pure BCCD, and the
ted line and stripe markTi andTf , respectively, in 12% brominated
BCCD.
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tion. Since Cl2 occupies interlayer sites in the unit cell~see
Fig. 1!, partial substitution of Cl2 by Br2 increases the av
erage distance between layers connected via OuH•••Cl
~Br! bonds. As a consequence, partial weakening of
O—H bonding around Br2 ions is obviously expected. Ou
Raman measurements confirm the expected weakening.
to thermal contraction, the layers naturally press on toge
on cooling, and in pure BCCD, the phase transition to
nonmodulated FE phase, accompanied with the localiza
of protons, occurs at 46 K. Owing to Br2 incorporation, the
neighboring layers are not so close to each other and a s
lar localization in brominated crystals cannot occur. Con
quently, the FE state cannot be properly established. Lo
distortions associated with Br2 impurities partially break the
translational symmetry and lead to the activation ofqÞ0
phonons observed in brominated crystals down to 12 K~see
Fig. 10!. This interpretation correlates well with previou
high-pressure measurements. The onset of the nonmodu
FE phase occurs in brominated crystals (x,8%) on cooling,
at sufficiently high pressure.17,19This pressure reduces inte
layer distance and ‘‘compensates’’ for the weakening of
hydrogen bonding induced by bromination.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of the low-frequency Raman spectra of p
and partially brominated crystals showed that the lowe
frequency Raman-active phonons are associated with the
taines vibrations, whereas the lattice phonons sensitive
Cl2/Br2 substitution are found at higher frequencies~above
44 cm21). Both translational and internal vibrations of th
water molecules in BCCD are affected by the partial sub
tution of Cl2 by Br2 ions, due to peculiar positions of thes
entities in the unit cell.

The O—H stretching mode evidences the modulat
structure of pure and brominated BCCD, and the ord
parameter amplitude is proportional to the splitting of then1

v

mode belowTi . The critical exponents related to the prima
order parameter are equal in the pure and 12% Br2-doped
BCCD within the experimental error. This result sugge
that hydrogen bonds are not seriously involved in the mec
nism of the N-INC phase transition governed by the lo
frequencyL3 soft mode. In contrast, weakening of the h
drogen bonding in brominated crystals plays an import
role at the further phase-transition sequence at lower t
peratures, and deeply modifies the devil’s staircase beha

Analysis of the temperature dependence of the O—H
stretching and external vibrations of the 4% brominated cr
tal allows us to conclude that only the 1/4 C phase exists
ity

r-
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this crystal in the long-range sense. Due to the random s
stitution of Cl2 by Br2, the translational symmetry is par
tially broken and all Raman peaks are considerably bro
ened. A remarkably broadened pseudophason gap has
observed below 100 K in this crystal. Its further broadeni
below Tf;60 K, as well as the rather gradual temperatu
evolution of external and the stretching O—H modes, sug-
gests that the low-temperature frozen phase is a heterop
state caused by impurity pinning. The study of the intern
modes of the water molecules confirmed that short-range
tortions, typical of 1/4 and of 1/5 modulations, occur in th
4% brominated sample. The low-frequency spectra sh
that neither the 1/4 phase nor the 1/5 phase exists a
below Tf .

In the 12% brominated crystal, the averaged distance
tween impurities is comparable with the unit-cell parame
of the N phase. For such a high concentration of pinn
centers the long-range order of the soliton lattice is d
stroyed. Inhomogeneity of Br2/Cl2 substitution is more
likely to occur, and the soliton lattice acquires a rather
regular structure: a randomly distributed coexistence of s
tons. On cooling, one can expect a rather diffusive tempe
ture evolution into a frozen state of irregula
discommensurations. The Raman spectra prese
in Fig. 5~c! confirm this scenario. C phases with lon
modulation wavelengths are completely suppressed in
12% Br2-doped crystal.

Finally, the Br2 impurities mostly affect the low-
temperature phase transition into the homogeneous
phase. As was shown in our recent paper,22 the FE transition,
at 46 K, in the pure BCCD, is associated with the localiz
tion of protons in the strongly asymmetrical O– H•••Cl
bonds. For a high enough concentration of Br2, the non-
modulated FE phase is missing and modulated phases
observed down to the lowest temperature investigated~12
K!. These results allow us to conclude that the localization
protons is not accomplished down to 12 K, in both brom
nated samples studied, because Br2 ions weaken the H
bonds.
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